How brokers can
start originating
more efficiently in
just 15 minutes
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Introduction

Since spring 2020, the Federal Reserve

hold while the Fed continues its

has acted in a powerful way to help

intervention.

shore up the U.S. economy amid a
downturn caused by the COVID-19

To keep pace with demand, brokers

pandemic. It has been purchasing

have been looking to leverage

billions of dollars worth of mortgage-

technology to speed up their

backed securities each month since

origination processes and work more

March to help keep credit actively

efficiently. This approach also meets

flowing in the market. Fed Chair

consumer preference for a contact-

Jerome Powell indicated on November

free, tech-enabled digital mortgage.

5 that this program would continue for

However, implementation can be a real

the foreseeable future.1

sticking point with new technology.
Unprecedented volumes are leaving

As of the week ending November

little time for brokers to devote to

5, the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage

converting their LOS system.

averaged 2.78 percent, one of many
record lows set this year as a result of

This white paper will cover the

the Fed’s actions.2 Low interest rates

challenges that brokers face in the

have elevated demand for purchase

current environment and how Calyx’s

mortgages and refinances throughout

Zenly platform enables them to begin

the year, and the mortgage industry

originating more efficiently in as few as

can expect these high volumes to

15 minutes.

https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-fed-bond-purchases/feds-powell-dont-expect-any-major-changes-tocentral-banks-bond-purchases-idUSL1N2HR2WE
2
http://www.freddiemac.com/pmms/archive.html
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The challenges for brokers

Digital mortgage technology enables

experience and speed up process times.

brokers to make material improvements

Consumers’ appetite for a contact-free

that speed up operations and meet

mortgage is stronger now than ever.

borrowers’ ever-increasing expectations

Given the constraints that the pandemic

of the mortgage process. Without such

has placed on in-person interactions,

a system in place, brokers are left with

digital solutions have become table

roadblocks that make it challenging to

stakes for many people who cannot leave

manage increased demand in a timely

home, don’t want to interact with those

fashion while ensuring consumer

outside their pandemic pod or simply

satisfaction.

favor the ease and convenience provided

Meeting borrower expectations
Borrower demand for online options

in the mortgage process has been
increasing with time. Borrowers are
using tools like online applications,
digital document submission, real-time
loan status updates and eSignings more
often as time goes on – unsurprisingly,
considering that their traditional
counterparts contribute to the stress
borrowers feel during the mortgage
process. Especially as the pandemic
continues to upend lives and increase
anxiety, minimizing stress-inducing
areas will both improve the customer
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by technology. It would not be a stretch
to surmise that this preference applies to
brokers as well.
Likewise, the J.D. Power 2020 U.S.
Consumer Lending Satisfaction Study
found that reputation is one of the most
important factors that consumers take
into consideration when selecting who
to work with. Reputation includes both
people and process—easy to work with
and an efficient experience. Respondents
also reported quick application and
approval processes and the quality of
mobile and digital capabilities to be
additional factors that significantly impact
their decision.3

https://www.jdpower.com/business/press-releases/2020-us-consumer-lending-satisfaction-study
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The challenges for brokers
Reducing process times
There are only so many efficiencies that brokers can gain—for collecting data, verifying assets and finding
lenders—without technological assistance. Adding headcount to help manage increased volume doesn’t scale
business in the same way as digital mortgage tech. It also would not address borrowers’ increased expectations
for digital options.
Digital features that simplify and expedite loan origination include an online application, document upload,
eSigning and cloud-based software so borrowers can log in any time from any device. Such capabilities reduce
costs, improve quality and ultimately lead to a faster close.
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How Zenly helps brokers

When it comes to being able to scale

For instance, Zenly automatically collects

operational output, traditional methods

and verifies borrower assets for upfront

cannot compete with their digital

prequalification.

counterparts. That is why making the
transition is at the forefront of many
brokers’ minds during this time of higherthan-usual inbound volume. A drawback,
however, is that implementation often

Easily find the right rate for borrowers
Through Zenly, brokers have access to the
Calyx Wholesaler MarketPlace, where they

consumes valuable time and resources.

can access industry-leading wholesalers

This is one area where Calyx’s cloud-based

their borrowers. It’s also easy to export a

Zenly platform stands out—it’s a true outof-the-box solution that allows mortgage
brokers to begin originating in as few as 15
minutes after ordering Zenly.

Simplifying the origination process
Zenly streamlines the process by
removing the need to visit individual
vendor websites and juggle multiple login
credentials. Brokers are able to complete
the origination process without exiting
the platform, including accessing an
expansive list of credit report providers
and submitting loans to GSE underwriting
systems. The platform also automates
many aspects of the broker’s workflow,
making the digitized process more handsoff for brokers than traditional methods.

and shop around to find the best rate for
3.2 file to a lender or partner of choice.

A seamless digital experience for
borrowers
After the initial setup, brokers can instantly

offer a custom-branded, contact-free
origination experience. Borrowers begin on
the mobile-friendly point-of-sale system,
Zip, and conveniently start filling out their
application from anywhere, on any device.
With Zenly’s camera capture, borrowers
can easily take a photo of their documents
and upload them to their application.
After submission, the process remains
transparent for the borrower through a
convenient dashboard where they can
track their loan progression.
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Conclusion

The Federal Reserve has signaled that it will continue its work to buoy
up the housing market well into 2021. As a result, brokers can expect to
face increased loan volume for the foreseeable future. Traditional loan
origination methods present business challenges, namely scaling operations, reducing process times and meeting borrower expectations. Digital loan origination technology like Zenly enables brokers to address and
overcome these challenges. Zenly also offers no-hassle implementation
and can be ready to use in a little as 15 minutes. Brokers and borrowers
alike benefit from reduced process times and the convenience of an
on-demand, cloud-based mortgage experience.
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